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　　Abstract　　Numerical analyses of the band-gaps in the two-dimensional th ree-component periodic composite are presented in this pa-
per.The three-component composite is composed of an array of coated cylinders embedded in a resin.The coated cylinder consists of a

hard inner core and a sof t coating , w hich has much smaller w ave velocity and mass densi ty than the matrix and the inner material.T he cal-
culated band gaps appear in a low er frequency domain in cont rast to the tw o-component coun terpart composite because of the localized reso-

nance in the elast ically sof t coating ring.The inf luence of the p roperties of the dif ferent coat ing materials and the geomet ry of the crystal

on the band gaps is also investigated.

　　Keywords:　phononic crystal , band gaps , three-component composite.

　　In the past decade , the propagation of elect ro-
magnetic w aves in the artificial periodic structure of

dielectric materials , known as “photonic crystal” , re-
ceived a g reat deal of attention.The analogy betw een

electromagnetic waves and vibrations has spurred an

interest in the “phononic crystal”[ 1～ 5] constituted of

elastic inclusions and matrix media.Band gaps are

frequency domains in which propagation of elastic

w aves are fo rbidden.The broad forbidden gaps in

transmission spect rum may have many engineering

applications , such as noise-proof devices o r the design
of sound filter and new transducers.Another mo tiva-
tion of the research is the rich physical phenomena

such as Anderson localization observed in the study of

phononic cry stal.

Early w ork focuses mainly on tw o-component
sy stems

[ 6～ 8]
.It is Bragg scat tering in periodic sys-

tems that leads to forbidden gaps in a tw o-component
phononic cry stal.The midgap frequency f 0 is directly

proportional to the sound velocity w hile inversely pro-
po rt ional to the latt ice constant a.More recently ,
Liu et al.[ 9 ,10] have addressed the new idea of local-
ized resonance that can also lead to a forbidden gap ,
which has been proved theoretically and experimen-
tally.

In this paper , we present a detailed theoretical

study of the band gaps in the three-component crystal

band st ructure.The three-component composi te con-
sists of a square array of coated W cylinders inside Al

medium.Dif ferent materials have been used as the

coating layer to investig ate the inf luence of the elastic

properties of the coating on the band gaps.The inf lu-
ence of the propo rt ion of the inner co re to the coating

layer and the ef fect of the geometry of the inclusions

on the band st ructure are studied to realize large for-
bidden gaps in a lower f requency domain.

1　Method of calculation

The coated cylinder consists of a hard inner co re

A and a sof t coat ing B , which has much smaller

w ave velocity and mass density than the matrix and

the inner material.The cross section of the coated

cy linders is show n in Fig .1.The radius of the inner

core and the coated cy linders is r1 and r2 respectiv-
ely.The periodic systems are modeled as square or

t riangular array s of infinite coated circular cylinders

embedded in an infinitely isot ropic elastic matrix I ,
as show n in Fig.2.The latt ice constant is a and the

filling fractions are fA and fB for the inner co re A

and the coat ing B respectively .The total f illing frac-
tion of the coated cylinders is f=f A+fB .The densi-
ty and elastic constant of material I , B , A are

(ρI , C
I
ij), (ρ

B , C
B
ij)and(ρA , C

A
ij)respectively.The

density ρand elastic constant Cij are functions of the



coo rdinates x and y where the z axis defines the di-
rection of the cylinders.

For wave propagation in the xy plane , one can

int roduce a w ave vector K =(K x , K y)(which means

K z =0).In this case , the vibrations polarized parallel

to the z axis become decoupled from those in the xy

plane.The equat ions of motion are w rit ten as

Fig.1.　Tw o-dimensional cross section of the coated cylinders.

Fig.2.　Tw o-dimensional cross section of the square (a)and t ri-

angular(b)arrays of cylinders dist ributed in a mat rix.

Because of the spat ial periodicity in the xy plane , we
can w rite the ρand Cij as Fourier series:

ρ(r)=∑
G

ρ(G)e
iG·r
, (3)

Cij(r)=∑
G

Cij(G)e
iG·r
, (4)

where r=(x , y)is the position vector , G=(Gx , Gy)is
the reciprocal lattice vector in the xy plane.The Fourier
coefficient in Eqs.(3)and(4)take the form

ρ(G)=
1
S c d

2
rρ(r)e

-iG·r
, (5)

Cij(G)=
1
S c d2 rCij(r)e

-iG·r
, (6)

where the integ ration is performed over the unit cell

of area S c.Eqs.(5)and (6)can explicit ly be w rit-
ten to give

ρ(G=0)=ρ=ρ
A
fA+ρ

B
fB+ρ

I
(1-fA-fB),

ρ(G≠0)=F1(G)(ρ
A -ρB)+F2(G)(ρ

B -ρI),

(7)

Cii(G=0)= Cii=C
A
ii fA+C

B
ii fB +C

I
ii(1-fA-fB),

Cii(G≠0)=F 1(G)(C
A
ii-C

B
ii)+F2(G)(C

B
ii-C

I
ii),

with i=1 or 4 , (8)
where F 1(G)and F 2(G)are the st ructure factors

given by

F 1(G)=
1
Sc 

A

d2 re
-iG·r

, (9)

F 2(G)=
1
Sc 

A+B

d2 re
-iG·r

. (10)

In Eq.(9), the integ ration is performed on material

A , while in Eq.(10), the integ ration is performed

on the coated cylinders A +B.Due to the periodicity

of the medium , the displacement vector u(r , t)must
satisfy the Bloch theorem

u(r , t)=exp[ i(K · r -ωt)] ∑
G

uK(G)e
iG·r
,

(11)
where K is the Bloch wave vector , as show n in Fig.4
and ωis the frequency of the w ave.Eqs.(7), (8)
and(11)are substituted in Eqs.(1)and(2)to ob-
tain the equations of the motion

( C44|K +G|2 -ρω2)u
z
K(G)

　　+∑
G′≠G
{[(C

A
44 -C

B
44)(K +G)

　　·(K +G′)-(ρA -ρB)ω2]

　　×F1(G -G′)+[(C
B
44 -C

I
44)(K +G)

　　·(K +G′)-(ρB -ρI)ω2]

　　×F2(G -G′)}u
z
K(G′)=0 , (12)

　[  C44 K +G 
2-ρω2] u

T
K(G)

　　　+( C11- C44)(K +G)(K +G)·u
T
K(G)

+∑
G′≠G

F 1(G -G′){(C
A
44 -C

B
44)[(K +G)
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　 　　·(K +G′)u
T
K(G′)+(K+G′)(K+G)

　 　　·u
T
K(G′)-2(K+G)(K+G′)·u

T
K(G′)]

　　　+(C
A
11-C

B
11)(K+G)(K+G′)

　 　　·u
T
K(G′)-(ρ

A
-ρ

B
)ω

2
u
T
K(G′)}

　　　+∑
G′≠G

F2(G -G′){(C
B
44 -C

I
44)[(K +G)

　 　　·(K +G′)u
T
K(G′)

　　　+(K +G′)(K+G)·u
T
K(G′)

　　　-2(K +G)(K+G′)·u
T
K(G′)]

　　　+(C
B
11-C

I
11)(K+G)(K+G′)

　 　　·u
T
K(G′)-(ρ

B
-ρ

I
)ω

2
u
T
K(G′)}=0 , (13)

where u
T
K(G)=[ ux(G), uy(G)] .

Eq.(12)corresponds to t ransverse vibrations

and w ill be deno ted by Z modes.Eq.(13)describes
coupled longi tudinal-t ransverse vibrations , to be

called XY modes.If G is allow ed to take all the val-
ues of the reciprocal lat tice vector , then Eqs.(12)
and (13)are infinite set of linear equations for the

eigenvectors u
z
K (G)and u

T
K(G) respectively.In

practice , only a finite number of G vectors are taken

into account for the numerical calculation.The deter-
minants of the system of equat ions must vanish to

have solutions for u
z
K(G)and u

T
K(G), which yield

the relation between ωand K , called band st ructure

ωn(K).For a given value of the Bloch vector K , the

equations of band st ructure have solutions for some

ωn(K), where n =1 , 2 , 3 , … is the first , second ,
third , etc.vibrational band.If there are no solutions
ωn(K)in some frequency domain , the f requency in-

terval can be called a band gap.

2　Numerical results

The reciprocal lattice vecto rs G are given by

square lat tice:
G =(2π/ a)(nxe1 +nye2),

triangular lat tice:

G =
2π
a
(nx -ny)e1 +

1
2(nx +ny)e2 ,

where (e1 , e2) is the reciprocal unit vectors , and
(nx , ny)are tw o integers.In calculation , these inte-
gers are limited to the interval -N ≤n x , ny≤+N .
The filling f ractions are g iven by

square lat tice:

f =πd
2
2/4a

2 , 　d2 =2r 2 ,

triangular lat tice:

f =πd
2
2/(2 a

2 3), 　d2 =2r 2.

　　Fig.3 illustrates the band st ructure of Z (hollow

Fig.3.　The band st ructu re for square array of W cylinders em-
bedded in the Al mat rix (a), and coated W cylinders embedded in

the Al mat rix w ith epoxy(b)and polyethylene (c)as the coating

layer.

circles)and XY (solid circles)modes for the square

array of inclusions embedded in the matrix .These
dispersion curves have been plot ted in the principle

symmetry directions ΓXM of the fi rst Brillouin zone.
The first irreducible Brillouin zones are show n in

Fig.4(a)and(b)for the square and triangular lat-
tice respectively.The plo ts are given in terms of the
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reduced frequency Ψ=ωd 2/(2πC0)(where C0 =

(C44/ρ), d2=2r2)versus the reduced Bloch wave

vector k=Kd 2/(2π).

In Fig.3 (a), a square array of W cylinders is

embedded in the Al matrix for a=20mm , r1=r2=
6mm.A complete g ap (presented as hatched area)
appears in the band structure w ith the midgap fre-
quency centered at 0.68 , which is about 608 kHz.

The band st ructures for a square array of coated

cylinders embedded in the Al matrix w ith epoxy o r

polyethylene as the coating layer are presented in

Fig.3(b)and(c), respectively.The lat tice constant
and the radius of the W cylinders are all equal in

Fig.3(a), (b)and (c):a =20 mm , r1 =6 mm.
The radius of the coated cy linders is the same in

Fig.3(b)and(c):r2=9mm.A complete band gap

appears in Fig.3 (b)with the midgap frequency at

about 279 kHz.Two complete band gaps are observed
in Fig.3(c)with the first g ap centered at 196 kHz.

Fig.4.　The fi rst Brillouin zone for the square(a)and t riangular
(b)lat ti ce.

It is Bragg scat tering in periodic sy stems that

leads to a fo rbidden gap in the tw o-component
phononic crystal in F ig .3(a).The midgap frequency
f 0 is related to the elastic property of the Al matrix.

The band gap appears in a low er f requency domain

and becomes broader w hen the cylinders are coated

w ith the soft layer , which has much smaller density

and elastic constant than the core and the matrix ma-
terial.And the sof ter coating layer moves the gap to

the lower f requency domain , as w e can see by com-
paring Fig .3(b)to Fig.3(c).Physical parameters of
the materials used in the calculations are show n in

Table 1.The resonance may be understood as an os-
cillat ion , in which the inner co re provides the heavy

mass and the sof t layer provides the sof t string[ 9] .
The midgap frequency is directly proportional to the

elastic property of the coating layer.The smaller elas-
tic constant of the coating leads to the lower midgap

frequency.The flat vibrat ional band presented near

the gaps in Fig .3 (b)and (c)show s that the g roup
velocity is almost zero , which means the localizat ion

phenomena of the w aves.

Table 1.　Physical parameters of W , Al , epoxy and polyethylene

ρ

(103 kg/m3)

C11

(106 N/cm2)

C44

(106 N/cm2)

Cl=(C11/ρ)1/2

(m/ s)

Ct =(C44/ ρ)1/2

(m/ s)

W 19.3 50.1 15.14 5090 2800

Al 2.692 11.2 2.79 6450 3220

Epoxy 1.2 0.964 0.161 2830 1160

Polyethylene 0.9 0.342 0.0262 1950 1700

　　Cl and Ct are the long itudinal and the transve rse speed o f sound , respective-
ly.

　　The gap width as a function of the radius of the

inner core is plot ted in Fig.5 for a square array of

coated W cylinders embedded in the Al matrix with e-
poxy as the coating.The lat tice constant is a =
20 mm and the radius of the coated cylinders is r2=
9mm.By vary ing the radius of the inner co re , the
inf luence of the propo rtion of the coating layer to the

inner core on the gap w idth is investigated.The bars
in Fig.5 mark the size of the gap and the solid line in

the middle marks the midgap frequency .The midgap
frequency is directly propo rtional to the radius of the

inner co re r1 , as show n in Fig.5.The midgap fre-
quency decreases as the propo rt ion of the coating to

the inner co re increases.The band gap disappears

w hen r1※5.25 mm.When r1 ※r2 and the ratio of

the coating to the inner core is very small , the reso-
nance in the soft layer starts to disappear and the

composite is assumed as an array of W cy linders em-
bedded in the Al matrix.It is the Bragg mechanism

that determines the property of the gap.Because the
gap disappears w hen the f illing fraction(f =0.64)is
high in the two-component composite

[ 2]
, there is no

band gap observed when r1※r2.In the same figure ,
we plot the calculated gap size and the midgap fre-
quency for the t riangular latt ice w ith the same a , r1 ,
r2 as in the square lat tice.The dash-do tted bars mark

the width of the band gap and the crosses mark the

midgap frequency .The consistency of the midgap

frequency between the square and triangular lat tice is

a signature that the resonance mechanism is the main

reason for the appearance of the band gaps and the

less dependence of the property of the band gap on the

geometrical arrangement.And the gap w idth in the

t riangular lat tice is larger than the one in the square

lattice.

3　Conclusion

In conclusion , we have made an intensive theo-
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Fig.5.　The gap w idth for square array of W cylinders embedded

in the Al matrix w ith epoxy as the coating layer as a function of the

radius of the inner core r1.

retical study of the property of the band gaps in the

three-component composite.The results proved un-
ambiguously the existence of a much broader g ap in

the lower frequency domain in the three-component
composi te w hen the embedded cylinders are coated

w ith a sof t layer.The midgap frequency decreases

w hen the proportion of the coating layer to the inner

core increases.The comparison of the midgap fre-
quency betw een square and triangular lat tice shows

the property of the band gap is less dependent on the

geometrical arrangement and the resonance in the sof t

coating is the main mechanism for the appearance of

the band gap observed.
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